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The time had come. They had their gear, their potions, their wits, and their target. William and 

Cedric had long heard tales about the boundless treasures of The End, and after years of preparation, 

they were finally ready to claim those treasures for themselves. Sure, there were stories of a fierce 

dragon who lived at the center of The End and killed all who dared to enter, but those were just 

stories. Outlandish stories that drunken old men told to each at bars and mothers told to their 

children to scare them into obeying. Even if those preposterous stories were true, Cedric and William 

were prepared. Each wore a set of fully enchanted diamond armor, and each carried a powerful 

weapon — an enchanted diamond sword for William and an enchanted bow for Cedric. They spent 

years collecting the materials for their gear, learning the ancient spells to imbue their gear with 

powerful magics, and finding the location of an ancient underground stronghold with an intact end 

portal inside. Throughout their journeys they had even summoned and killed The Wither, a powerful 

monster from the Nether. They carried the Nether Star it dropped with them at all times as proof of 

their heroics. They were surely the best warriors around, and nothing could defeat them — not even 

this supposed “Ender Dragon”.

William and Cedric eagerly made their way to the stronghold's location with twelve Eyes of 

Ender, artifacts necessary to open the gateway to The End, in hand. They met some light resistance 

from hostile mobs and other fiends along the way, but these trifling foes proved to be no match for 

the powerful heroes. William and Cedric made their way down to the lowest levels of the stronghold 

with ease, cutting through anything that stood in their path.

Once inside the portal chamber, they gingerly approached the sacred altar, carefully slotting 

each of the twelve Eyes of Ender into their appropriate locations. A crack of electricity shot through 

the air the moment the final Eye locked into place, filling the altar up with dark energy. William and 



Cedric looked to each other one last time before nodding their heads in reassurance and jumping into 

the now-open portal.

The experience of being transported to The End was so forceful that it brought William and 

Cedric to their knees, gasping for air. Cedric was the first to catch his breath, stand up, and look 

around. The whole area was pitch black, and they were standing on a floating obsidian platform in the 

center of an island composed of beige colored rocks. Since Cedric had no knowledge of the 

composition of these rocks, he chose to simply think of them as “endstone”. Located a fair distance 

away were 12 giant obsidian pillars surrounding the central platform in a circular shape, complete with

glowing crystals on top. As Cedric turned around to continue scanning the scene before him, his 

stomach dropped the moment he noticed a massive figure clutching the side of one of the obsidian 

pillars.

“William, get up-”

“Yeah, yeah. Just give me a second.”

“William, get up now” Cedric alarmingly whispered while shaking William's shoulder.

“Fine, fine what is-” William began to say before being interrupted by the sight of the massive 

creature attached the pillar in front of them.

“Gulp. It's the Ender Dragon. It's real.” Cedric nervously remarked.

As William's eyes began to adjust to the surrounding darkness, he was able to make out more 

details of the dragon in front of them. It was indeed real — no, she was indeed real. Her figure was 

unmistakably feminine — she was an anthro dragoness complete with a large pair of breasts and a 

huge, curvaceous rear. Most of her body was covered in thick, pitch black armored scales, but her 

neck, chest, and stomach were covered with a softer hide, light purple in color. The claws on her feet 

were dug into the obsidian pillar she was attached to, with the powerful muscles in her thick thighs 

flexing to support the majority of her weight. There was an eerie purple glow emanating from her 

entire body, but William's attention was immediately draw to her chest. Her impressive, teardrop 

shaped breasts were hanging down, complete with dark purple, glowing nipples. The dragoness' sharp

eyesight allowed her to notice that William was staring directly at her breasts, and in response she 



released her left arm claw from the pillar, moving her arm down so as to give the human a better view 

of her impressive rack. She then proceeded to grab her left breast and playfully squish it into her right,

before lifting it up, sticking out her dark purple tongue, and giving it a long, sensual lick — starting 

from the top, going all the way down, and ending with a slow circle around the nipple. She then 

released her breast, letting it flop down and bounce against her body, winking her left eye in William's 

direction as it did. Her actions did not go unnoticed, and William could feel his dick beginning to 

harden and press against his groin plate. The sclera of her eyes were white, but her pupils were a 

piercing, luminescent dark purple that was alluring yet slightly terrifying. Her short but present snout 

was complete with a sultry smile — the dragoness was clearly enjoying putting on a show for the 

ogling humans. She had two horns, similar in color to her light purple underside, and spikes located in 

the center of her back that ran from her neck all the way down to the end of her tail. Her 

intimidatingly arousing body had two large wings attached to it, folded back now — but looked as if 

they were powerful enough and with sufficient span to enable her to fly with incredible speed despite 

her size. The dragoness was undeniably attractive, and William's cock was standing at full attention 

while he couldn't take his transfixed eyes off of her voluptuous figure.

There was a sinister grin on her face, almost as if she was waiting for the two heroes to fully 

examine her before taking any action. “William — William snap out of it! It’s the Ender Dragon, she's 

going to kill us!” Cedric exclaimed while violently shaking William’s shoulder. “Huh? Oh, yeah — Get 

her!” William cried as he drew his sword and thrust it in her direction. Cedric nocked an arrow and 

drew his bowstring, preparing to line up a shot. 

After witnessing this overt action, the dragoness launched herself off the obsidian platform 

before letting out a deafening roar and swinging her massive wings through the air, generating a 

titanic gust of wind that knocked William and Cedric right off of the central obsidian platform and sent

them tumbling down to the island below. Before they could fully stand up and reorient themselves, 

the dragoness slammed down onto the surface of the island, violently landing on her feet and sending 

out a massive shock wave that knocked William and Cedric on their asses once again. “Damn! Can’t 

even move!” William exclaimed. The dragoness followed up with a blasting attack, launching deep 

purple flames from her mouth straight at William and Cedric. Fortunately for them, both were able to 

roll out of the way, with Cedric sprinting to take cover behind a nearby obsidian pillar. William lifted 



himself up onto his feet and began to rush towards the dragoness, sword drawn in hand. Observing 

William's fruitless charge, the dragoness lifted her right foot in the air and prepared to stomp down on

the island. Cedric, noticing what she was about to do, braced himself against the obsidian pillar and 

prepared for the incoming shock wave. William was not so lucky. When the dragoness' foot smashed 

into the ground, William was knocked down once again, this time close enough for the dragoness to 

reach him with her claws. The dragoness thrust her right arm forward with speed defying her size, but 

William was prepared for this - right before her claw reached him, he tossed an Ender Pearl off into 

the distance, causing him to be teleported to safety right before she could grab him. 

While the dragoness was busy dealing with William, Cedric took the opportunity to drink some 

potions and ready an arrow for loosing. He swung around from cover, aimed squarely at the 

dragoness' exposed chest, and let loose. He watched his shot sail through the air, right on target, 

impact exactly where he had wanted it to, only for it to simply bounce right off of her tough hide. 

“Well shit...” Cedric muttered to himself as the dragoness turned around and shifted her attention to 

him. She quickly launched herself into the air, cocked back her arm, and prepared to slam into the 

ground once again. Cedric then braced himself against the obsidian pillar in preparation for her crash, 

only for him to realize too late that he had fallen directly into her trap. Instead of slamming the 

ground, she shoulder-bashed directly into the obsidian pillar, caused the pillar to reverberate and the 

resulting force to daze Cedric and cause him trip on the uneven surface and fall down. She then 

followed up with a lighting fast sweep of her tail, knocking Cedric squarely onto his ass before 

wrapping the end of her tail around him and picking him up.

William watched the events unfold from across the island, sprinting as fast as he could to free 

Cedric from dragoness' clutches. “I'LL KILL YOU!” he screamed as he charged forward with his sword 

held over his right shoulder. Once he was in range of the dragoness' tail, he swung his enchanted 

blade overhead as hard as he could and into her tail, yelling “LET HIM GO!” while doing so. The blade 

embedded itself in her scales, unable to fully penetrate through to her underlying hide. William 

attempted to pull his sword out of her tail, but was unable to do so before she pulled her tail back, 

then swept it forward faster than William could react. The dragoness' tail struck William at full force, 

knocking him over and causing him to bounce across the endstone surface multiple times. Before 

William could recover, the dragoness reached down with her claw and snatched him up, holding him 



in a firm grip. She then smacked her tail against the nearby obsidian pillar to dislodge William's sword, 

all while maintaining a solid grasp on Cedric.

William struggled desperately in vain to free himself from her claw’s grasp, but the dragoness' 

crushing grip was too strong. “Damn… Gotta break free before she crushes me...” He exasperated to 

himself. Surely the mighty Ender Dragon had sufficient strength to crush him to nothing, right then 

and there. But she elected not to do so — instead, she brought the struggling warrior up to her eye-

level, staring directly into his eyes with her piercing purple gaze. 

“Well, you lasted longer than most, I’ll give you that.” she said with a slightly playful tone. 

William was shocked — “You can… talk!?” he exclaimed, taken completely by surprise. 

“Never mind that, let me go fiend! I am the mighty William, slayer of the Wither! I will kill you, and 

claim the treasure of The End in me and Cedric’s name!” William shouted with renewed vigor.

“You’re bold — I like that.” she teased. “But I am Soporna, and this is my realm. You will not leave here

alive, human” the dragoness remarked. “But do not fret — you should be happy! You’re about to be a 

permanent addition to the ass that you couldn’t take your eyes off of.”

The icy tone she finished her words with put a shiver down William’s spine, and his heart 

stopped the instant she cracked a wicked smile. Moments later, she began to slowly open her jaw, 

pushing out her massive, dark purple tongue and exposing her razor-sharp teeth for all to see. There 

was enough ambient light given off by nearby obsidian pillars for William to spot thick strands of saliva

extending from the roof to the floor of her mouth, breaking apart as she opened her jaw further. 

William received one final rush of adrenaline and burst of strength as the realization of what the 

female dragon intended to do washed over him. He had failed to dislodge his enchanted diamond 

sword before Soporna grabbed him with her overwhelming grip, but he still had his backup iron 

dagger strapped to his waist. He managed to wiggle an arm free, and pulled the dagger from his belt 

and thrust it into the scales lining Soporna’s finger as hard as he could, to no avail — the dragoness’ 

armored scales were too thick, and she barely took notice of his fruitless efforts. William’s dagger 

simply bounced off of her scales and fell uselessly to the floor. Soporna then tilted her head back, 

moved her claw square over her mouth, and dropped the squirming human directly into her mouth. 

William expected to be shredded into sinew by her razor sharp teeth, but instead she wrapped her 



saliva coated tongue around William and began to push him towards the back of her throat. William 

made one final desperate attempt to struggle against her powerful tongue, but he couldn't find a grip 

as he kept slipping off of the saliva coating her mouth. She titled her head back one last time, before a 

loud *GULP* sealed William's fate as her powerful throat muscles began to irreversibly pull him down 

her gullet.

William couldn’t see anything, but could feel himself being tossed about as he was pulled 

downwards by powerful muscles. He could hear the dragoness’ powerful heartbeat very clearly now, 

and the deafening crescendo of a gurgling stomach become more and more apparent the further 

down he was pulled. He could feel the heat of her stomach as his legs entered first, dangling helplessly

in the air as he tried to grab a hold of anything in her esophagus to prevent himself from falling into 

the sea of stomach acid waiting below, but the lining was too slippery — he fell squarely into her pit of

death with a solid *splash*.

William was overcome with instant pain and agony as her stomach acid began to sear his flesh.

His diamond armor provided a bit of protection, but it did not cover his entire body — his exposed 

skin immediately dissolved away and her caustic acid began to rip away his leg muscles. Unfortunately 

for William, Soporna’s stomach was only half-full of acid, which was only enough to fully submerge his 

legs and a little over his waist. William tried his best to stand up with the hopes of escaping the acid, 

but his head quickly collided with the ceiling of her stomach, as there was no space for him to stand-

up into. As her acid rapidly dissolved his legs and tore the muscles from his bones, his strength gave 

out, and he fell back down into the pool of caustic liquid. He felt the walls of her stomach start to 

lightly tremor before a sudden outburst of violent, chaotic shaking and compression occurred, coupled

with a deafening *URPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP*. Her massive, deep belch sucked away what little clean

air was present her stomach, forcing William to choke on the heavy fumes given off by her stomach 

acid. The violent shaking of her stomach led to acid splashing all over William's face and causing it to 

run down his back, placing him in endless agony as the skin from his face began to melt off in the 

same manner as his legs. By now the acid had dissolved the nerve endings on his legs, which offered 

him some respite from that particular source of suffering, but the pain from his face and back was 

even worse than the pain from his legs had been.



Soporna's acid had finally torn a hole in William’s satchel, leading to his items spilling out and 

being dissolved by the acid as well. A diamond pickaxe, multiple potions, iron, gold, diamonds, 

emeralds — it all began to disintegrate in her all-consuming fluid, including the Nether Star. As the 

Nether Star floated past William, the glow it gave off illuminated the inside of the dragoness’ stomach,

allowing him to finally see the gruesome condition of his legs. There was nothing left but bone — 

bone with diamond armor still strapped to it. William leaned his head back and wished for it all to be 

over, but he didn't possess the strength to do anything about it. Despite the human’s strongest wishes,

his body insisted on clutching to its last fading echoes of life, and kept him alive as long as it could. 

There was nothing left for him to do but sit there and wait to be fully digested by the cruel dragoness.

Outside Soporna’s body, Cedric was still wrapped up by her tail. He couldn't see exactly what 

had happened to William, but based on what the dragoness had said and the screaming from William 

he had heard, Cedric had a pretty good guess. He desperately wanted to escape before he met the 

same gruesome fate, but he was unable to do so — Soporna’s tail had him locked in a crushing grip to 

such an extent that he could not move at all. Tears began to form under his eyes — this was always 

William’s dream, not his. He never cared about The End’s treasure, he never wanted to be a hero. That

was William’s ambition, but Cedric admired William too much to resist being dragged around by him. 

Cedric silently cursed himself — look where his inability to push back against William had landed 

them. But he couldn’t give up now, no — he could still free himself, still rescue William. They would 

make it out of this accursed place alive, he was sure of it. He began to wiggle himself free with 

renewed vigor.

“Oh hun, don’t think I’ve forgotten about you~” Soporna announced to Cedric while turning 

her head to focus on the end of her tail. “Mmm, I’ve got plans for you — but save your strength for 

later, you’ll need it~” Soporna teased, before releasing her tail’s grip on Cedric, dropping him to the 

floor. Soporna re-positioned her ass, hovering it over Cedric before placing her hands on her knees. 

Cedric couldn’t help but stare up at her shapely rear, wondering “What is she about to…” before he 

was suddenly interrupted with a crashing

*BRRRRRRRAPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP*.



Cedric was overcome with a sudden, visibly yellow violent stench wave that brought him to his 

knees and burned the inside of his nose. The smell was the worst he had ever smelled, a revolting 

concoction smelling of rotten eggs, spoiled milk, and dead grass. His eyes began to water and his lungs

began to burn as his fell to his knees from the violent assault. 

*BRRRRRRPPPP*

The dragoness began to moan as the pressure built up in her intestines was now being 

violently expelled over the human archer. The burning was too much for Cedric; his knees gave out 

and he fell face-first onto the ground. 

Soporna gave an exasperated sigh of pleasure before shaking her ass a bit to coax out the last 

few bits of remaining gas. She wrapped her tail around Cedric once again, then leaned forward, resting

her weight on her knees and placing her hands on the ground, as if she was preparing to take an anal 

pounding. She turned her head back to look at Cedric while she held him steady and aligned him so 

that he could clearly see her face. “Now that you're in a bit more of an agreeable mood, I've got 

something fun planned for you~” she said, finishing her sentence off with a wicked smile that turned 

Cedric's blood to ice. 

Soporna used her tail to move the human into a position where he got a good view of her 

shapely rear. She slid her claws over her left ass cheek before giving it a solid squeeze, and then a light 

smack — Cedric was in awe as it jiggled and reverberated like a block of ballistic gel right after being 

shot. Her rear was absolutely massive — but the way it reacted to her handling made it look like it was

made out of gelatin and was as soft as a pillow. “Mmm, like what you see, hero?” The dragoness 

teased. “I'm about to show you exactly why my ass is so perfect~”. Cedric could feel his dick hardening 

and pressing against his diamond armor. Her ass really was perfect, and even though she was far too 

large for him, in that very moment he wanted nothing more than to thrust directly into her flawless 

rear. 

The dragoness brought Cedric right up to her ass cheeks, before lifting her claws up, hooking 

them into her ass crack and pulling her cheeks apart, revealing her dark, puffy pucker. Cedric couldn't 



help but stare at her winking asshole, buried deep in her visibly sweaty, musty ass crack. Cedric was 

also given a full view of Soporna's plump pussy. He couldn't help but notice there was a long strand of 

dragoness juice dripping down from her vaginal entrance. “Wait… is she… aroused?” he thought to 

himself while failing to notice that the muscles holding her pucker shut were beginning to relax. Cedric

felt himself being suddenly pulled back, before being violently thrust forward. He leaned his head up 

just in time to see her tight, sweaty bunghole just inches from his face. “Wait! Noooooo-”

*SQUELCH*

His desperate wail was interrupted as his head and shoulders were forced into the dragoness' 

tight rectum. Cedric squirmed and struggled, trying to use his hands to grip her pucker and push 

himself out, but his range of motion was too far limited by his shoulders being pressed on by the 

dragoness' rectal walls. Soporna let go of her right ass cheek, causing is to smack into Cedric's side, 

pushing him slightly deeper into her rectum. She then used the pointer claw on her now-freed hand to

push Cedric as far into her rectum as her claw would go, before pulling it out and using the extended 

length of her middle claw to do the same, thrusting the human archer even further in. “Mmmph~ I do 

love it when humans come to visit~” she moaned, feeling the pressure caused by the human hero 

being forced deeper into her asshole. She then released her left ass cheek and clapped her cheeks 

together while thrusting forward, using her powerful muscles to push Cedric even further along her 

rectal path. 

Cedric felt his center of gravity realign from him being horizontal to him now being held 

vertically, as the dragoness got up off of her knees and stood up. Moments later, she brought her ass 

down and slammed it into the ground; the resulting force causing Cedric to be sucked in even deeper. 

She then lifted her ass and dropped it again, and again and again, bouncing her thick ass off of the 

ground as if she was riding a massive dildo, with each bounce driving Cedric deeper and deeper into 

her reeking bowels. “Unfff- If only there was one more human-” Soporna moaned to herself as she 

thrust 2 claws into her pussy and began to finger herself while continuing to smack her ass onto the 

endstone surface. After a good while she ceased bouncing her ass, and instead laid down on her side, 

resting her weight on one of her curvaceous thighs while she continued to work her magic on her 

pussy. 



The journey up her bowels was unbearable — the heat, the stench, the crushing force of being 

dragged along, and the constant faint moans and squelches of the dragoness pleasing herself were 

making Cedric lose his mind. He hadn’t even reached her stomach yet but still felt like he was being 

cooked alive. He thrashed and screamed about, only serving to bring further pleasure to the 

dragoness as he massaged her bowels with his pointless efforts. 

Cedric could hear the deafeningly loud moan of the dragoness as she reached her climax, 

orgasming hard as her body began to spasm from the pleasure, causing Cedric to be even more 

forcefully crushed by her bowels. The intensity of her moan indicated that her orgasm was quite 

powerful and fulfilling. “This bitch... This fucking Ender Dragon...” Cedric whimpered to himself. “She 

just got off by eating William and cramming me up her asshole… Fucking monster… ” He began to sob 

to himself, but the heat of her bowels simply burned the tears right off of his face. Soporna stuck the 

two fingers she had been pleasuring herself with into her mouth, sucking her feminine juices off of 

them before lying on her back and beginning to rub her gut in her post-orgasmic bliss. 

After what had seemed like an eternity, Cedric's journey through the dragoness' bowels was 

finally complete as he was deposited into her stomach with an audible *splash*. Her caustic stomach 

fluids immediately began to digest him, but he didn't attempt to resist or escape. All of his strength 

had been sapped from him during his brutal journey through Soporna’s intestinal tract. The Nether 

Star still floating semi-intact in her stomach acids provided enough dim light for him to make out a 

skeleton sitting across from him, still outfitted with its enchanted diamond armor. Cedric knew that it 

was William, and that his fate would be the same soon enough. He leaned back and rested his head 

on the dragoness' stomach lining while waiting for the inevitable. Cedric had heard stories about the 

afterlife — that once you died your soul would ascend and you would live in eternal bliss. He 

personally had never given these stories much credit, but the stories about the Ender Dragon proved 

to be true, so why couldn't the afterlife be true too? Eventually the searing acid reached his chest, 

where it dissolved his diamond chest plate, ate away his skin and muscle, and seeped into his heart, 

ending his life and putting a stop to his torture.

Soul Stuff Below-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



When Cedric's life ended, his soul was released from his body and began to float upward. As he

looked down at his digesting body and the skeletal remains of William, he cursed the Ender Dragon 

with all the words he knew. “At least it’s over.”, he muttered under bated breath. “When my soul 

reaches the afterlife I will live in eternal harmony alongside William and my ancestors”, he assured 

himself. Hopefully William would be waiting to greet him when he reached paradise. But when his 

soul reached the top of Soporna’s stomach, it hit the lining and bounced back. Cedric looked up and 

saw the lining of the dragoness' stomach covered in glowing runes. The runes faded, but when he 

reached his arm forward to touch the lining, his hand was violently thrown back, and the runes re-

illuminated around the area that he had touched. Moments later, his flotation had reversed, and he 

began to sink back down towards the pool of stomach acid below. Cedric began to panic as he slowly 

floated down. Why is he going back? What did this mean? What was going to happen to him? 

His stomach dropped when the realization hit him. The End. This was The End. Nothing would 

escape the Ender Dragon’s stomach. His soul wouldn't escape. He wouldn't reach the afterlife. William

hadn’t reached the afterlife. His soul was shattered and obliterated within these very walls, and his 

was about to be too. 

Moments later his soul reached the pool of acid below, and he was hit with a new form of pain,

different from before. This wasn't physical pain, it was… something else. Cedric couldn't describe it, 

but he felt himself crack — almost as if he was a sheet of glass. He could feel himself fading away, 

everything being taken from him. He looked down at the skeleton, but he couldn't remember the 

name of the person it belonged to. He then glanced over to his own digesting corpse — but he 

couldn't remember his own name. His name, his hopes, his beliefs, his memories, his personality — 

everything that made him who he was began to be stripped away and digested by the acid, to serve as

nothing more than energy for the dragoness. He could feel himself cracking even further, but couldn't 

remember where he was or why he was there. Everything unique about him was gone, burned away 

by the dragoness' stomach. His enigmatic pain then reached a climax, and his soul shattered into a 

million pieces — its shards being dissolved by Soporna’s acid until nothing was left.



An hour or so later, the dragoness stood up and let loose a thundering *URRRRRPPPPPPP*, 

two clean human skulls flying out in the process, covered with saliva and stomach acids. Soporna 

looked down with a smirk, before resting her right foot on the skulls, keeping her weight on her other 

foot in order to not damage them. Soporna applied a minuscule amount of force to her right foot, 

savoring the feeling of the human skulls pressing into her sole. The dragoness then lifted her foot into 

the air and violently brought it down on the skulls, crunching them and shattering them into a 

thousand pieces. She then twisted her foot side to side before scraping it back along the surface and 

kicking up behind her, sending the skull fragments flying into the air and dispersing them around. The 

fragments would eventually embed themselves into the surface of The End, and no one would be able

to the tell them apart from the endstone. Even if they could, no one would know or even remember 

who those fragments belonged to. William and Cedric's very existence had been erased by Soporna’s 

gut. Thousands upon thousands of skulls had been crushed by the dragoness' feet and embedded into

the endstone. The true count would never be known, and the heroes who visited Soporna’s dimension

were always too obsessed with obtaining the dragoness’ treasure to bother taking a closer look at the 

composition of the endstone at their feet. Soporna laid down on her back, closed her eyes and drifted 

off to sleep. She felt satisfied; her stomach was full, and she was ready to sleep off her meal.

Disposal (Scat) Content Below--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Soporna awoke with a sudden *BRRRPPPPP*, her anus releasing a thick cloud of dense, yellow 

gas. “Unfff~” She gasped, feeling the immense pressure building in her intestines. “The humans must 

be ready for their final departure,” she playfully stated to herself. Digesting human heroes and burning

them away into nothing was one of the dragoness' favorite pastimes, and as such she wanted to 

ensure that newcomer heroes would not be too afraid to approach her — thus, she needed to dispose

of their remains in a place where they would never be seen again. The bottom of The End was an 

infinite void of nothingness, the perfect place to dump what was left of the two soon-too-be-forgotten

heroes. The dragoness flew to the edge of her lair, before staring down into the void and wondering 

just how many digested humans she had dumped down there. The thought only lingered for a 

moment, as humans were beneath her, and the only purpose their existence served was to fatten her 

ass and plump up her tits.



She crouched down, spread her legs apart, and used her fingers to rub her pussy and jumpstart

her stream before beginning to rain acrid piss down into the abyss. “Aaaa”, she sighed with relief as 

the pressure in her bladder began to dissipate. The stench of processed human hung in the air as a 

waterfall of pungent, steaming urine continued to flow from her urethra. Her stream went on full-

force for a few minutes before petering out, ending with her shaking her hips to force out the last few 

drops before turning around and hanging her large, shapely ass out over the edge. 

The dragoness began to apply pressure to her bowels, attempting to begin forcing the shit out 

of her. *frrrrrrrrrpfffftBLRTTTTTTT* “OoooOHHH” she moaned out while releasing a massive fart that 

started out relatively dry but got progressively wetter.

*FRTTTTTTTT*

*BLRRRRRPTTT*

Her anus pushed out multiple wet, squelching farts before her pucker lips began to spread 

apart and a thick log of brown shit began to poke its head through. “Hnnnnnnghhhhh-” Soporna 

gasped while applying more pressure and forcing more of the thick, coiled log of shit out. The bones, 

pieces of diamond armor, diamond tools, etc., embedded in the log rubbed against her rectum on 

their way out, sending waves of pleasure throughout the dragoness' body and eliciting an exasperated

moan from her. After a few feet of sloppy, coiled shit had forced its way out, the log tapered off and 

fell down into the abyss below. The dark, slimy head of a fresh log of waste followed shortly after, 

Soporna having to exert additional force from her rectal muscles before its full mass was pushed out. 

The second log dangled a bit, during which a human rib cage, femur, and skeletal arm were visible, 

among other remains. The log then snapped off, cut off by the dragoness' anal lips, before falling into 

the void, never to be seen again. The dragoness grunted as the final, thick, knobbed log of shit began 

to make its way out of her rectum, her nether regions slick as a result of her pleasurable dump. Inside 

of this log was the half-digested remains of a Nether Star, still emitting dim light, giving the log a slight 

brown glow. The dragoness let loose a sigh of relief as this final log of shit was cut free and fell down 

into the void. *BlrPPPPPPPTTTTTT*. “Aaaaaaaa-” Her final release of rancid gas signified the end of 

her pleasurable dump.



She stood up, only for her intestines to groan and squelch, indicating that she was not done 

yet. “Already? Usually this takes a bit longer- Guess these particular humans had rather weak and 

pathetic souls” She muttered to herself before crouching down and hovering her ass over the abyss 

once again.

*fllrRRBRTTPPPZZRTT *

“Unhhhhf-” Soporna gasped, her electric blue fart shocking the air surround her asshole. “You 

human souls always like to give some kickback, don’t you…” She muttered aloud to no one in 

particular.

*FLPBRTTTT*

“Unfffff~”

The slimy, luminescent blue remains of the human heroes' souls began to noisily flow out of 

her asshole, sliding out easily like warm butter before falling down into the abyss below. These logs 

were composed of the parts of the human soul that could not be burned for energy — thoughts, 

desires, hopes, dream, personalities, beliefs. These components, useless to Soporna, were digested, 

shat out into the void, and forgotten forever. The dragoness shook her ass to let loose the final bits of 

soul goo, before one final wet *brrrrrppppllrt* indicated that her bowels were empty.

The dragoness stood up, stretched her arms, and looked down the abyss behind her. The void 

was infinite, meaning that every single one of the countless humans she had shat out would still be 

falling down, doomed to do so for eternity. This fact bemused her as she flexed her powerful wings 

and flew back to her favorite resting spot at the center of the island. After arriving, she began settling 

down and getting ready to relax. It wasn't too long before she heard the unmistakable sound of a 

portal forming off in the distance. She cracked an evil grin as she took flight, ready to greet her new 

visitors.


